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INTRODUCTION

Foreign body (FB) ingestion in children is a common and 
potentially dangerous problem, which can cause a range 
of  complications including perforation, obstruction, and 
infection. The incidence of  FB ingestion in children is 
highest in children under the age of  3-years-old. Children at 
this age are more likely to put objects in their mouth and are 
unable to distinguish between edible and non-edible items. 
Moreover, the prevalence of  FB ingestion is higher in boys 
than in girls. The most common foreign bodies ingested 
by children include coins, toys, and food items. Ingestion 
of  batteries, magnets, and sharp objects can lead to serious 
complications and require urgent medical attention.1-3

Aims and objectives
This prospective observational study aimed to analyze  the 
outcome of  children with FB ingestion. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this prospective observational study, children under the 
age of  13 years old with FB ingestion were followed in our 
department of  pediatric surgery, Government Rajaji Hospital 
(GRH), Madurai. Total duration of  the study was 15 months.

RESULTS

Total FB ingested cases registered were 133, (Male-80 
[60.2%] and female-53 [39.8%]), mean age of  children was 
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6.15 years. M:F ratio was 1.5:1.

Age ≤2 years were 17 (Male-12 and female-5) (12.8%), age 
>2–5 years were 49 (Male-26 and female-23) (36.8%), and 
age >5–13 years were 67 (Male-42 and female-25) (50.4%).

Common FB ingested was coin, 58 (43.61%), followed by 
button battery 12 (9.1%), magnet 8 (6%), closed safety pin 
5 (3.76), hair clip 4 (3%), nail 4 (3%), marble ball 3 (2.26%), 
anklet screw 2 (1.5%), fish tank stone 2 (1.5), iron dice 
2 (1.5%), key 2 (1.5%), nut 2 (1.5%), open safety pin 
2 (1.5%), and others were plastic cap, pen cap, toy bullet, 
gold ring, metal ring, button, key with ring, etc.

Mean length of  FB ingested was 2.77 cm. FBs ≤2 cm 
were 63 (47.4%). Mean length was 1.59 cm. Mean time 
taken to pass out was 58.25 h. FBs more than 2 cm were 
70 (52.6%). Mean length was 2.7 cm. Mean time taken to 
pass out was 123.30 h.

Shape of  the ingested FB’s includes circular-82 (61.7%), 
oval-20 (15%), irregular-12 (9%), cylindrical-11 (8.3%), 
rectangular-6 (4.5%), hexagonal-1 (0.8%), and 
triangular-1 (0.8%) circular and cylindrical time taken to 
pass out for circular-118 h, cylindrical-67.94, irregular-58.9, 
oval-52.6, and rectangular-40.25 h.

Among the foreign bodies ingested, 123 of  them (92.5%) 
were blunt objects, with a mean age of  6.07 years, 
and took an average of  94.66 hours to pass out. The 
remaining 10 foreign bodies (7.5%) were sharp objects, 
with a mean age of  7.15 years and took an average of  
73.88 hours to pass out. These findings suggest that blunt 
objects are more commonly ingested by children, but take 
longer to pass through the digestive system compared 
to sharp objects.

Primary cases received in GRH-60 (45.1%), time to reach 
GRH- 18.44 h

Among the referred cases 73 (54.9%) from other places , 
primary care center reach time was 3.24 hours, and GRH 
(Tertiary center)-27.77 hours. In total time to reach GRH 
for 133 cases-23.56 hours. How ingestion happened or 
reason for ingestion, while playing-127 (95.5%), fed by 
sibling-2 (1.5%), magnetic resonance-1 (0.8%), PICA-
1 (0.8%), and not known-2 (1.5%).

Caretakers noticed while child playing with the FB in 
52 (40.1%), not seen in 77 (57.9%), and data not available 
in 4 (3%).

X-ray position showing possible place of  FB in 
intestine-67 (50.4%), stomach-29 (21.8%), radiolucent-12 (9%), 
rectosigmoid-10 (7.5%), esophagus-9 (6.8%), and X-ray not 
available or not seen-5 (3.8%).

Primarily managed by observation alone in 124 (93.2%), 
endoscopic removal in 6 (4.5%), and per rectal examination 
done in 3 (2.3%) for retrieval of  FB.

No mortality was noted, and none of  the patient required 
surgical management.

Associated disease like pica recorded in 13 (9.8%) and 
mental retardation in 1 (0.8%) patients. The remaining 
119 (89.4%) had no associated disease.

In the cross-table analysis, time taken to pass out more than 
48 h in increasing age, large size and width of  the FB, and 
more time delay to attend GRH (Figure 1). When there 
was increase in the length of  the FB > 2 cms, there was 
delayed passage of  the FB noted (Figure 2). Time taken 
to pass out was significantly high when the width of  the 

Figure 1: Time take to pass out versus age, length and width of foreign body, and time taken to reach Government Rajaji Hospital
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FB increases (P=0.001) (Figure 3). People who reach early 
for hospital was associated with early pass out of  the FB 
noted (Figure 4). Among the shape of  the FB’s, circular 
and cylindrical FB’s take more time to pass out compared 
to irregular, oval and rectangular FB’s (Figure 5).

DISCUSSION

The results of  our study showed that a total of  133 cases 
of  FB ingestion were registered, with a male predominance 

of  60.2%. The mean age of  the children was 6.15 years. 
Our study found that the most commonly ingested FB was 
a coin, followed by button batteries, magnets, and safety 
pins. These findings are consistent with the previous studies 
conducted in different parts of  the world.4,5

The mean length of  the ingested FB was 2.77 cm, with 
a higher proportion of  foreign bodies ≤2 cm in length. 
The time taken for the FB to pass out of  the body was 
longer for foreign bodies longer than 2 cm. This finding is 
consistent with other studies that have reported a longer 
time for larger foreign bodies to pass out of  the body.6,7

The shape of  the ingested FB in our study was predominantly 
circular, followed by oval and irregular shapes. The time 
taken for the FB to pass out of  the body varied depending 
on the shape of  the FB. Circular and cylindrical foreign 
bodies took longer to pass out of  the body compared to 
other shapes.

Our study found that blunt foreign bodies were more 
commonly ingested than sharp foreign bodies, and the 
mean age of  children who ingested blunt foreign bodies 
was lower than those who ingested sharp foreign bodies. 
This finding is consistent with the previous studies that 
have reported a higher incidence of  blunt FB ingestion 
among children.8,9

Our study revealed that the majority of  cases (93.2%) were 
primarily managed by observation alone. Only a small 
proportion of  cases (4.5%) required endoscopic removal, 
and per rectal examination was done in 2.3% of  cases for 
FB retrieval. This finding indicates that most cases of  FB 
ingestion in children can be managed conservatively without 
the need for invasive procedures. Endoscopy primarily used 
for the FB’s in the esophagus and stomach.9,10

Our previous retrospective study also shows similar 
outcomes and demographics except this prospective study 

Figure 2: Time taken to pass out versus length

Figure 3: Time taken to pass out versus width

Figure 4: Time taken to pass out versus time taken to reach hospital

Figure 5: Shape of foreign body’s versus time taken to pass out
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shows low mean age of  children and comparatively high 
number of  children in 5 years and less age group.11

Limitations of the study
 This is study was a observational and single center study 
only.

CONCLUSION

Our study highlights the pattern and outcome of  FB 
ingestion in children. Coin ingestion was the most common 
type of  FB ingestion, commonly by male children and the 
majority of  the ingested foreign bodies were blunt objects. 
Most cases can be managed by observation, and endoscopic 
removal or PR may be required in a small proportion 
of  cases. Our findings emphasize the importance of  
preventive measures such as proper storage of  small objects 
and parental education to avoid FB ingestion in children.
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